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Summary
Currently, object tracking and motion detection are considered challenging areas in the domain of computer vision where the complexity of tracking and object detection is increased by several factors. For examples, the illumination modification due to external factors, the parallax motion that is based on objects’ movements including the camera motion produces a complicated overview within the sight including the forecast pertaining to the 3D views through the 2D image. Hence, this leads to reduce the image quality and loss of video details. Other factors that include real-time video processing, distance, imagery noise, occlusions, viewpoint, surrounding context overlapping and several other factors limits the ability to precisely identify and track a detected object. Therefore, this paper highlights and explains a different method of identifying the movements of objects in captured frames and the suitability, limitations, and possible techniques for the methods of background subtracting temporal differencing, statistical models and optical flow, where the optical flow method is selected as the most appropriate for aerial videos in this paper. Three main issues are identified in this paper for tracking, categorization and object detection within aerial videos that form the parallax motion, which is created by the camera’s dual movement and the objects over the ground, the impact of the camera altitude modification over the object representation in the captured frame and the impact of the illumination modification over the optical flow field.
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1. Introduction
The need for video and aerial imagery has increased for its significance through various applications with surveillance as an essential concept. In order to reduce the meaningful information of the videos, a study that is based on detecting a moving body is conducted when tracking has witnessed an enormous increment during the previous eras. The attempts of computer visualization within video analysis and image processing methods are based on exploring, identifying and tracing particular objects from a sequence of image frames or an image itself. Security and safety requirements of military and society lead to move different objects through several applications (e.g., vehicles’ and humans’ tracking and detection are based on the use of aerial surveillance videos). Such applications consider public places as banks, department stores, parking lots, universities, shopping centers, sports stadiums, hospitals, private places (e.g., police centers, homes, martial bases, prisons and further particular services [1]), applications of transportation surveillance (e.g., transit through railways, expressways and cities [2], undergrounds [3] including airports [4]; martial implementations (e.g., rescue, searching and security expeditions, and boundary surveillance [5]; urban implementations (e.g. maritime surveillance, forest fires and the investigation of a catastrophe region and surveillance for people behavior like jogging, clapping, walking or other behaviors [6]. Figure 1 illustrates four scenarios related to distinct surveillance systems.
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Fig. 1 Surveillance Schemes Paradigms (a) Forest fires discovery (b) Railway passage discovery (c) Prohibited parking discovery (d) Night visualization camera traces immigrants crossing limit

The applications indicated above on object tracking and motion detection is inspiring the interests of researchers throughout the world. For instance, the IEEE sponsored the international Conference on Advanced Video and Signal Based Surveillance (AVSS) in sixteenth occasions from a period of 2003 to 2019. Many international studies
begin improving precise and strong visualization schemes [7] [8]. The Deep-learning-based method for a strong outdoor vehicle tracking is proposed in [9]. Within this domain, surveys serve as a pointer to the improvement that is encountered throughout the time. A research issued in 2018 regarding visualization surveillance for moving bodies including behaviors in [10] [18] and an overview of smart shared surveillance schemes in 2017 show the tendencies regarding the 2-Dimensional procedure [11]. In 2014, a conducted research of the common visual tracing that is related to the object representation studies various paths and considerations in tracking [12]. Different schemes of contemporary remote surveillance systems and intelligent visual surveillance pertaining to the public safety are proposed in 2010 according to two studies in [1] [13]. A study on vision-based methods for recognition, segmentation and action representation is conducted in 2011 [14]. In addition, studies in 2015 carries out up-to-date techniques in the behavior understanding and activity recognition within the video surveillance domain [15] and vehicle detection techniques within the aerial surveillance domain [16]. The entire previous surveys are considered proofs of the rising interest in visual surveillance system and computer vision for tracking and motion detection applications.

Due to the various considerations and settings for every application, there is no an existing standard that is suitable for the entire efficient tracking and motion detection methods. However, a general framework delivers the most appropriate consistency in improving such implementations. The broad method pertaining to the visualization surveillance scheme illustrates that three main stages for handling videos exist within the computer vision, called, low-stage, intermediate-stage and high-stage visualizations [10] [17] (see Figure 2). The following stages of the framework comprise: activity analysis, object classification, aerial video acquisition, motion detection, behavior understanding and object tracking. The stages in Figure 2 are further explained in the previous studies as introduced in [10] [12-13].

This paper represents a significant knowledge of the video-based surveillance. This is based on a succinct explanations of methods related to object tracking, object categorization and object detection. The paper concludes with an explanation on the problems and challenges that are related to the roadway vehicle tracking, which is faced by video researchers and analysts.

2. Frame Registration

Most of the pre-processing functions are seen as direct functions of manipulation and conversion replacing the frame registration that copes with minimising the impact of dual motion and its issues with developing and conserving the feature of the captured frames [19]. When moving camera captures a frame sequence, a limited space is captured by the frame from the whole sight. The space is moving because of the camera’s shift such that a current space pertaining to the sight accesses all borders of the frame including an equivalent space gets off the recorded boundaries yielding in pixels that provide similar objects, which are located through many coordinates of the sequential frames. Hence, both foreground and background reflect a clear movement through to the system within the entire scene. In order to differentiate the camera’s movements and independent objects within the scene from the background, a frame registration is needed to modify the whole pixels of a single frame in an equal move to their related locations according to their precedence frame. Methods for frame registration are based on their suitability for the properties of the captured video, such as the viewpoint, altitude and change of lighting and resolution during the capturing process of the video. Mainly, there exist two basic methods, which comprise: the intensity-based and the feature-based methods [19]. The feature-based method is based on the apparent contrast in image pixels that simplifies the matching of pixels within a frame to its particular location in a previous frame. The intensity-based method is based on the intensity disseminative patterns within a frame when the features of the pixels are not reflecting an apparent diversity [20]. Furthermore, hybrid algorithms can be proposed for the creating a frame registration.
There exist four main methods that are proposed in the literature based on three methods, which are called, the Robust-Data Alignment (RDA) (hybrid) approach, the correlation-based (intensity-based") algorithm, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (feature-based) algorithm and the Lucas-Kanade (LK) (intensity-based) registration algorithm [21-23]. Intensity-based methods are normally based on the cross-correlation function between two consecutive frames that make it sensitive to lighting changes. The cross-correlation algorithm applies a Gaussian image pyramid method in order to down-sample the frames and conducts the registration within the coarsest resolution for increasing the computational efficiency of the algorithm. The entire images are evenly divided into different grids and different points within grid intersections are identified. For every pixel region on a grid intersection of a frame, a projective transformation with the previous frame is computed and the same measurement of normalised cross-correlated frames is calculated in order to acquire the most appropriate value for transformation. The LK algorithm utilises a Gauss-Newton gradient optimisation to line up images based on the use of image intensity differences including the intensity gradient information for enhancing the transformation’s estimation [24]. The Feature-based registration extracts noticeable characteristics such as areas, corners, edges and points from the images and lines up the images by aligning these characteristics that are strong to any modifications in lighting and viewpoint compared to the intensity-based registration. The SIFT is a popular feature-based method, which applies the frame registration in video processing [22]. The SIFT produces a scale-space for the frames including many images related to the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) and searches for a local extreme within the improved model. By utilising a Gaussian kernel, the SIFT involves the region of a key point where the results are utilised to compute the local image gradients that are utilised to allocate the orientation of the key point. The descriptor is calculated by involving the region of a key point along with a Gaussian kernel with a sigma that is equal to 1.5 times of the key point sigma. After that, the SIFT implements the RANSAC in order to search for the ideal affine transformation among the image pairs that are related to the matching SIFT descriptors based on the use of a linear least squares fit. The hybrid registration methods combine intensity-based and feature-based methods to improve the registration’s quality when both concepts are derived from the images. A common hybrid method, the RDA method [23], produces a prototype for the comparable frames by utilising explored characteristics from the target frame and intensity data from the reference frame based on applying a probability distribution function. After that, the algorithm measures the likeness among the frames by aligning the characteristics of the images in a manner that provides a least distance for the probability distribution function. Nonetheless, this method suffers from the complexity of defining the most effective distance measure equation depending on the distinctive characteristics of the frames, but could produce high quality results when the characteristics of the images are distinctive. An experiment in [21] [22] for video registration that the SIFT algorithm outdoes other relating methods according to a partial image overlap for aerial videos. The Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) is defined as a local feature descriptor and detector, which is utilised for particular tasks such as 3D reconstruction, categorisation, registration and object recognition. It is to some extent stimulated by the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)” descriptor [25].

3. Video Surveillance

Surveillance refers to the performance of checking behaviours, actions or different modified information for different items including the intention of protecting, guiding, managing or influencing [11]. Currently, Vehicle Surveillance Videos (VSV) attracted many video processing researchers for vehicle, animal or people motion detection as given in [26] [27] [28] [29], classification [30] [31] [32], tracking [33] [34] [35] and behaviour understanding and activity analysis [6] [15] [10]. Based on the traffic monitoring applications, the background basically concentrates on methods that are in relation to VSV. For the vehicle surveillance, traffic administration implementations include device visualisation schemes for controlling and monitoring the traffic for ensuring security and safety measures over the roadway by implementing incident detections [36], vehicle tracing [83] and irregular behaviour discovery within gathering sights [37]. Traffic administration surveillance videos differ in their resource sensors, (e.g. portable/fixed), according to the intention of performing the implementation. Portable and fixed sensors are elaborated in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Additionally, studies of tracking and motion detection [10] [16] [12] show that the field integrates several different tools and methods based on the platform depiction, the features and standards of the set of data and the implementation’s purpose for item discovery schemes [12], object tracking methods [12], segmentation and motion detection methods [38] and object classification methods [10]. The next subsections explain the input video sources with their various platform representations (see Section 3.3). In this paper, a method is produced in order to automatically identify and track several moving objects excluding any learning phase. Further, a novel real time method is produced according to the particle filter and background subtraction. This method could automatically identify and track several moving
objects excluding any learning phase or previous knowledge regarding the initial position, nature or size. An empirical research is carried out through various video test sets [39].

3.1 Stationary (Fixed) Cameras

Fixed cameras in surveillance are utilised either outdoors or indoors. In computer vision, indoor cameras are basically utilised to check public buildings, banks and stores for identifying human, tracking movement, motion and recognising abnormal behaviours [40]. On the other hand, outdoor fixed cameras are utilised in traffic monitoring, city surveillance and university campuses in order to identify the behaviour of various objects and patterns of motion. The objects are categorised according to its features in order to modify the procedures of the video through to particular objects, such as vehicles or humans. In this paper, fixed cameras indicate to surveillance cameras, which are being used for the purpose of monitoring traffic. Videos that are handled by different device visualisation schemes indicate to the resource being a fixed sensor through two situations. In the first situation, fixed sensors are being used for checking the roadway’s portions temporarily by utilising a fixed camera that is straddled over a non-shifting container, such as a parked vehicle. In the second situation, the camera is straddled on a fixed container (e.g. a light pole). A video registers a fixed sight in both situations such that a background is not able to modify. The shifting items and foreground are seamlessly contrasted and explored from the background in this case. Innovative device visualisation schemes that rely on fixed cameras controls the situations of several cameras, which cover broader regions of the scene such that frames overlap to create a single view [41] [42].

3.2 Non-Stationary (Shifting) Cameras

In contrast to fixed cameras, the frame’s foreground and the background are modified. Shifting cameras are straddled on a handheld or a shifting car. The videos that are registered via these cameras during their movements exemplify a modification on the sight vision such that the background can moderately move from a single frame through to the following frame including some portions related to the background, which are vanishing including current portions accessing a boundary of a frame. The camera shift contains a movement through vertical and horizontal directions. Meantime, what forms the foreground as shifting cars over the street can bring a movement in which video’s process is complicated. This process is based on the position of the shifting camera including its distance and vision from the items including the sight region it completely overlaps. In terrestrial cameras straddled over a car, the identification, categorisation and tracing more shifting cars is achieved from the front view or backside of different cars and from various spaces. Aerial cameras deliver a vertical-vision, and sometimes, it delivers an incomplete side-vision such that every situation provides methods and issues for its procedures. Shifting cameras bring various issues by removing different impacts of a dual movement and jitter impact yielding from its instable camera location [10] [43]. Having a trade-off among shifting and fixed cameras, the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras are considered fixed cameras, which have the ability of directing the control and to remote the zoom by capturing additional regions from the ground truth by shifting through to its direction and by concentrating on partial regions from the scene based on partially increasing the zoom of the frame. The PTZ remains limited with its flexibilities compared to the free shift of the shifting cameras [44]. Furthermore, when the PTZ videos are being processed, the same limitations and issues of the shifting and fixed cameras are yet encountered since the resultant video can be either the same to the motionless camera’s videos once the PTZ does not perform some zooming and shifting over the taken sight, or is the same to non-motionless cameras once it performs shifting and out or in zooming. According to previous situations, the portions of a video are handled in combination to motionless cameras’ methods, while for the other situation; videos must be handled in combination to non-motionless cameras’ methods. However, in situations when a camera moves around, the procedure of a video seems to be easier because of the inadequacy rapidity for the camera shifting including the comparatively inadequate space from the actual land such that the zooming impact is seamlessly calculated because a camera contains a stable location. A number of cameras that are utilised based on fixed, shifting and PTZ-cameras, raises the significance of the performance optimisation over the processing level, such as the real time processing when the footage and scenes of those cameras are synchronized, and when cameras are represented as mobiles [45].

3.3 Cameras Platform Representation

The objectives of using the surveillance video involve handicapped aiding tools, military or domestic surveillance and professional or personal photography. The main purposes pertaining to the implementation identify the needs for being involved through the entire scheme (e.g. processing and machinery abilities related to the algorithms, frame rate and video quality). Another factor that is taken into account is the required quality of the video. The video position and feature of cameras, which are used in the procedure supports the quality of the produced videos or images, such as aerial surveillance cameras and indoor stationary cameras. Cameras are straddled on an aerial vehicle by checking massive regions
of a scene (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Nonetheless, they suffer from further issues compared to stationary cameras based on the modifications made on the parallax motion and the context of the background [46]. In terms of the video types, the output properties, input properties and cameras’ resolution identify the video’s quality. The camera resolution is explained in many measures pertaining to a taken video. The resolution identifies how many pixels for every square inch (ppi) in order to display the captured image frame and to provide further details that are captured by raising the ration of the ppi. The spatial resolution highlights the number of separate pixel quantity for every length of unit. The spectral resolution, which highlights several colours of an appearance including chronological resolution, identifies the number of related frames, which contains a single second of the recording where it is measured in frame for every second (frame per second). There is not any available new quality identified through the related research, which can classify the rate of a frame. Nevertheless, it is split into four classifications, which comprise: 1) small frame rate ranging from 1 to 10, 2) regular frame rate ranging from 11 to 71, 3) high frame rate ranging from 72 to 300, and 4) extremely great frame rates (301–200,000,000) fps (Imaging, 2013). The greatest popular used rate of frame that is seamlessly processed by motion detection systems refers to the normal frame rate [47] [31] [44]. It is important to indicate that the frame rate, greater resolutions and colours raise the video’s size efficiently. Input features within cameras select the zooming impact that minimises the space within the recorded scene including the camera through different image clearness influences that create an image noise (random dot pattern, which is superimposed over an image or blurred images). The zooming feature is affected through a focal length capability including the focus setting, which puts the space through two lenses within a camera (in millimetres) in order to check the ratio pertaining to the recording and embody for a portion of the sight through to a portion of the frame. The principal length that is called the optical zoom is considered to be a measurement that ensures the robustness of the scheme diverges or converges light from the sight through to a taken image frame. The optical zoom makes an incomplete distance of the seen sight via a camera that is taken within a frame. When an optical power gets higher, the optical zoom gets shorter. This implies that this type of zooming extends some portions of a sight over the video clearness. Additionally, the input is influenced by a direction’s modification once registering the type of findings that are ever being changed for the sight without putting an impact on the quality [48]. The output properties indicate to the last illustration that is provided for the captured video. In the platform depiction, the optical surveillance output depiction is classified within two schemes, which comprises: 2D and 3D schemes, and is created into several colouring choices. For 2D images, image pixels are built onto 2-plane spaces including X and Y coordinates where 3D images are built onto 3-plane spaces including of X, Y and Z coordinates. The 3D images are displayed through 2 coordinates by utilising a 2D sketched system. Nonetheless, to effectively visualise the turning of an entity from various visions, it should be formed over 3 coordinates within a 3D sketched system [49]. In terms of video recordings, unique frames can visualise an image in either 3D or 2D according to different abilities of the cameras. Nevertheless, not only can the entire programs can handle 3D images, but can also order large sources for handling the frames efficiently including different effective performances, particularly, for an actual time procedure. When minimising 3D image schemes into 2D image schemes (named flattening images), it leads to loose many characteristics (information) regarding an image (e.g. minimising an image pixel or modifying many pixels’ clarification quantity once they are compressed into 2 coordinates starting from the 3rd coordinate [50] [51]. Irrespective of a dimensional scheme, the colour of an image is acquired by allocating a colouring quantity for every pixel of an image, a broader a range for which those quantities refer to, the greater the size of an image. That can implemented by eliminating the colours from the image findings through grey scaling images that consist of its quantity group for 0 to 255, shades of grey ranging from (0) black and (255) white highlighting various shades (28 shades) of grey [52]. Once colours are important for videos, a scheme must be capable of using a colouring difference in an effective manner. Otherwise, the system develops the performance by utilising grey scale images representing the output of the video. The processed videos create a set of sequential images, which with its properties based on the sensor that is being utilised along with its illustrated format. The properties of the created images are different from each other in terms of the characteristics, such as in their location, noise, dimensional model, colour and frame rate (according to the distance and viewpoint from the objects to be explored) [12]. In fact, these videos are simply downgraded to lower levels in order to minimise the size and to increase the performance of the processing algorithms (e.g. 3D to 2D, or coloured images to grey scale or lower frame rate, and so on). However, improving a video to higher features is not simply conducted. In the domain of computer vision, the necessary presentation pertaining to the discovery and tracing identifies the practical fundamentals pertaining to an methods based on a represented format, such as the numbers and the kinds of the utilised cameras, processing capabilities, colour, location mobility, frame rate and so forth. The whole of these factors must be taken into account when improving a discovery and tracing scheme [45]. In the next subsections,
an elaboration of device visualisation schemes for an item discovery, tracing and categorisation is given.

4. Item Discovery

Item discovery in device visualisation controls the mission for exploring items including particular features within a video frame sequence. While the detection process is based on the type of an object, the object recognition (classification) fulfils this task by determining the object where in few advanced scenarios it determines its actions. The features of an object are related to the action patterns, features, appearance or a mixture of these features. Feature-based and appearance-based approaches are based on the external presentation of an object. On the other hand, action patterns are more based on the internal features or objects’ actions, such as creating a motion. In Sections 5 and 6, motion detection methods and object classification are discussed, respectively.

5. Motion Detection

In the computer vision and image processing domains, allocating items into digitised images is not considered a hard mission. A picture frame is defined as a gathering of pixels from various quantities where every group of pixels gathers an item through to a frame and checks if it is a portion of a foreground object or an image background. In such situations of movement discovery, items form an area that is related to a frame by indicating a modification within their location in comparison with the previous frame based on other different areas in both frames with comparatively static locations [18] [38]. The most popular utilised methods for motion detection comprise: temporal differencing, optical flow, statistical models and background subtraction [10] [38]. These methods are highlighted in the subsections below.

5.1 Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is defined as a common method for motion detection that is utilised through a large range of different surveillance video applications. Conventional background subtraction methods provide comparisons between current frames which including a static background frame of consecutive pictures by utilising a pixel by pixel evaluation [53]. The aim of the background deduction method is to provide segmentation for the foreground (e.g. shifting items) from the background (e.g. the remaining of the sight). Figure 3 shows the method.

The foreground is processed and calculated by computing the separated pixels once providing a threshold for the absolute difference among a new frame It (x, y) and background scheme Bt (x, y) as in the equation 1:

\[ |I_t(x,y) - B_t(x,y)| > t \]  

Where, It denotes the new frame, Bt denotes the background scheme and t denotes the predefined threshold. The constraint of the background deduction method is based on identifying the movement within a tiny background including its sensitivity along through the illuminated modification [54]. Many methods are produced over the past years ago in order to tackle this limitation. For instance, a combination of Gaussians-based is considered to be a common method for estimating the modification of the illumination and the small object movement within the background [55] [56] [57]. The Codebook-based background subtraction model is utilised for sudden illumination modifications and dynamic backgrounds [58] [59]. The use of utilization of kernel density estimation-based approaches [60] [61] [62] and describing the pixel scheme according to a sample quantity for starting the background scheme from the 1st frame only and modifying the background scheme through the time instead of utilising a consecutive of frames to build the model [53] [63].

5.2 Chronological Change

Temporal difference computes the difference between two or three sequential frames within a video sequence in order to explore shifting areas [64]. Temporal differencing is calculated by providing a threshold for the absolute difference among the corresponding pixels within the new
frame It (x, y) including the previous frame It-1(x, y) as shown in the equation 2.

\[ |It(x, y) - It-1(x, y) | > t \] (2)

Where It denotes the current frame, It-1 denotes the previous frame and t denotes a predefined threshold. The temporal differencing method is computationally efficient and highly adaptive to dynamic environments. Nonetheless, it performs a weak task when exploring sufficient and applicable characteristics for pixels. Further, it is not capable of exploring the objects, which become stationary over the scene. Additionally, this method fails to explore the entire pixels of a shifting object (e.g. vehicle and person) [13][43] (see Figure 4).
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The findings from the changed frame illustrate some portions of the whole item. To show the faintness of the chronological change method, different mixed schemes are utilized to enhance the discovery, such as joining a frame change along with a background deduction [65] or with edge discovery methods in order to identify these edges at the beginning. Additionally, these methods calculate the variance of 2 frames, split a picture to smaller chunks, differentiate non-zero pixels with each other by including the provided threshold for reducing a noise impact and labeling every identified object through the blocks [66] [67] (see Figure 4).

5.3 Statistical Models

The behaviour of an object is highlighted in many concepts. Every concept is characterised as a mathematical equation based on a single or multiple variables. The relationships among various variables including the disseminations of their combined probability are formed in a model including the entire mathematical equations. Such models indicate to statistical models [68]. There exist many developed methods that utilise the statistical features in order to solve the main issue of major background subtraction methods [69] [51] [55] [70]. In order to improve the background subtraction, the background image is first designed by utilising a default model. Second, noises estimations are provided. Third, foreground pixels are explored. Fourth, an integration of a statistical tool and a geometrical constraint should be conducted in order to explore and eliminate shadows. Statistical models are defined as common methods in the motion detection domain due to their reliability in scenes and noise including the illumination modifications and shadows [71]. Shadow elimination and an effective background subtraction method are performed by implementing appropriate and robust statistical methods [51].

5.4 Optical Flow

Optical flow indicates to the apparent motion (i.e. rapidity of shifting) of illumination patterns within a picture structure. However, the seeming motion is produced through illuminative modifications. The motion feature regarding the visual stream refers to a 2D projection for 3D motion exteriors worldwide [72]. A direction and scale of a visual stream are formed into a 2D chart in order to categorise the shifting item based on the use of an Eigen value analysis. An optical flow is utilised for many different implementations of various domains, such as object segmentation, stereo disparity measurement, motion detection, motion investigation in videos including different types of videos. Figure 5 illustrates a picture including its visual stream vectors. This stream is effectively utilised in object tracking and motion detection applications [73] [43] [74] [54] [65]. The majority of optical flow researches are robustly related to the new design in Horn and Schunck (1981) and Lucas and Kanade (1981). The two schemes rely on differential algorithms that are implemented for two frames in order to measure the quantity of a modification between the frames according to the optical flow velocity of the pixels and delivers comparatively precise time derivatives [25].
The Lucas and Kanade method is known to be faster due to the creation of the lower frame flow information based on the use of local smoothness constraints that gives “error prone” border approximations. The Horn and Schunck scheme creates a dens seamless stream feature (100% features) that offers further information of a particular frame based on the use of global smoothness constraints. Hence, it is capable of identifying a slight motion of objects, however, including lower speeds due to its iterative method. By taking into consideration the relatively low quality data that is obtained by most outdoor aerial videos and videos, the dense flow fields are needed to explore more effective characteristics for exploring an object through a motion, and thus, the concentration on the following sections of the remaining sections pertaining to this paper is based on the Horn and Schunck method. In order to provide a summary for the four motion detection methods, which are indicated within this section, Table 1 represents an overview of the disadvantages and advantages of every method including segmentation and motion detection methods. The first column involves the advantages where the second column involves the disadvantages. By comparing between the background subtraction and the motion detection methods, the statistical models and the temporal differencing are shown to be more appropriate for fixed cameras as they are capable of exploring the foreground from the background with less computational complexity in comparison with the optical flow. Nonetheless, more complicated operations are needed for non-fixed cameras in order to select the objects within the foreground with its motion, and to differentiate it among a background and camera’s shifting. Consequently, visual stream schemes are seen to be further appropriate for unfixed cameras [75].

6. Item Categorization

In the device visualisation domain, object recognition methods control the tasks of extracting a provided object through a video or an image sequence by a computer system [10]. Categorising and/or determining a set of sequential images or an object within an image is not considered a trivial task as it is based on many factors, which are basically remaining from the dataset type and quality. Additionally, this case relies on the efficiency of the categorisation algorithm [76]. The purpose of the recognition algorithms is to identify whether particular objects are available within an image or not. This is performed by connecting objects through to the database of a system (training set) along to the regions of a picture (examining group) for searching for likenesses or to easily identify a group of pixels within a picture forming a separate item. Recognition encounters many common issues (e.g. the size and number of objects that appear within an image, the 3D-2D environment, object viewing point and available context. Furthermore, there exist many methods for categorising objects through an image (e.g. interpretation trees) [77] [25] and image feature-based methods (e.g. histograms and intensities).
In order to connect with an object to an instance, every instance within the training set is initially characterised as a vector measurement (characteristic) in a characteristic extraction procedure. Characteristics might be categorical, integer or real values. The integration of the entire characteristics is called the feature space. The characteristics might express pixel intensity or might be minimised for simpler matching procedures based on the use of reduction methods, such as the Principal Component Analysis [13]. Categorising an object needs an extensive database (training set) for various objects through several viewpoints showing. In several cases, apparent characteristics identify the matching ratio. In the simple recognition domain, the system is not based on the object’s nature or what it gathers, but it segments the image through to a set of various candidate objects according to the contrast of their characteristics. Additionally, the system identifies the class of candidate objects according to the training set matches or otherwise might remove unneeded objects by coupling the categorisation along with other particular algorithms. For instance, by coupling a categorisation to motion detection techniques through videos, objects having no motion or motion less than a predefined threshold are not identified. There exist many methods that determine and demonstrate an object through an image, such as silhouette, elliptical patches, multiple points, centroid, rectangular, object skeleton and contour [10]. Object categorisation is distributed in two main categories, which comprise: non-probabilistic and probabilistic classifiers. Probabilistic classifiers permit predicting more than a single class for a few entries taken from an input space, while non- probabilistic or deterministic classifiers sort entries into a single class per entry [78]. Non-probabilistic methods are the most popularly utilised in computer vision applications due to its suitable level of classification and ease of use [79]. Furthermore, the recognition purpose in this paper only includes the determination of whether an object within a frame refers to the class (vehicle) or not. Hence, non-probabilistic methods are more appropriate for delivering the answer to that question.

7. Object Tracking

Object tracking in computer vision refers to the depiction of the movement path for a shifting object through a frame sequence [80]. Tracking tracks various methods of finding and identifying shifting objects in order to control the traced object [12]. When a shifting object is found, the tracking process identifies the path of objects within the subsequent frames in the prediction techniques or the path alignment by easily determining its position and route of movement through every slide. Advanced tracking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background Deduction</td>
<td>- Explores the furthermost accurate foreground through modelling a background (Valera and Velastin, 2005; Shugien et al., 2009).</td>
<td>- Sensitive to illumination modifications and small movements within the scene (weather, trees, etc.) (Chaohui et al., 2007; Shugien et al., 2009; Yokoyama and Poggio, 2005). Complicated and time-consuming in estimating background models (Yokoyama and Poggio, 2005; Dewan et al., 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Differencing</td>
<td>- Highly adapts to dynamic environments (Shugien et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2004; Dedeoglu, 2004).</td>
<td>- Weak at exploring the entire relevant characteristics of pixels (Shugien et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2004; Dedeoglu, 2004; Chaohui et al., 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Model</td>
<td>- Accuracy in exploring an object to modify the illumination. - Insensitive to shadow and noise (Dedeoglu, 2004).</td>
<td>- Requires many training samples and computational complexities. - Is inappropriate for real-time processing (Chaohui et al., 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>- Provide a motion of information for motion analysis (Li and Yu, 2008; Shugien et al., 2009; Shafie et al., 2009).</td>
<td>- Is a complicated calculative method, time-consuming (Chaohui et al., 2007; Shugien et al., 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Segmenting images into areas corresponding to various objects according to their individual velocities (Denman et al., 2009; Shafie et al., 2009).</td>
<td>- Sensitive to noise, need specialized hardware for real time video (Hu et al., 2004; Li and Yu, 2008). (G. Jemilda net al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Utilising an active camera (i.e. shifting cameras) (Valera and Velastin, 2005; Kim, Choi, Yi, Choi and Kong, 2010). (G. Jemilda net al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
techniques are needed to ensure that every object is effectively connected with a similar object in the following frames, and hence, calls for determining every object by a set of features for producing a particular track. When an object is found and categorised as a vehicle, the following phase involves tracking this object. Tracking is defined as the procedure of estimating the motion locations and parameters related to the item beginning from the initial frame (initialisation location) including the following frames [71]. A tracking method contains three main components, called Object Representation, Dynamic Model and Search Mechanism. The appearance of an object is influenced by many factors regarding the environmental method (i.e. the dataset features). An object representation selects the most appropriate task for finding a target object within a frame, such as demonstrating the object as an area of combined pixels within a frame. Further, advanced adaptive representation schemes are utilised according to discriminative or generative formulations. Since the representation is slightly different among the frames, a dynamic model must be given by predefining the model or by permitting the system to be aware of it based on a training data. The purpose of this model is to minimise the computational load and search space in every processed frame by estimating possible target states related to the object [39]. An object tracking for a mobile robot that is transferring throughout crowded urban environments is built on the previously proposed Deep Tracking Framework [81] [82].

The search mechanism investigates whether the tracking algorithm is stochastic or deterministic [80]. Deterministic schemes are designed and resolved accompanied by differential schemes where stochastic schemes optimise an objective task when taking into account interpretations on many frames through a Bayesian design. An item illustration defines the pixels within a particular characteristic space. A searching scheme solves an optimisation issue that minimises a searching function through particular characteristics within a characteristic space within the similarity, distance or categorisation measurements.


Videos of aerial surveillance encounter many popular problems (e.g. altitude change, illumination change and parallax motion). These problems that are encountered with the dataset are highlighted and explained in this section.

8.1 Parallax Motion

Shifting objects are controlled on the ground within the aerial videos by creating a movement, which is formed by a modification pertaining through to its seeming location among an initial location and an end location within 2 subsequent times (frames) including a time change that is measured via a frame rate such that every frame is similar to a time instance. Every movement consists of a magnitude (amount). The direction and object’s motion on the ground indicates to a local motion. Meantime, the camera that represents a portion of an aerial car, creates a shift including a direction and magnitude of itself. The shift of a camera produces an opposite sense of motion when a ground is shifting with the opposite direction and same magnitude, while the camera is emerged as a motionless. The sense of motion indicates to a global motion. The grouping of local and global shifts indicates to a parallax motion. The capability of exploring a local motion distinguishes it based on a global motion and is considered to form an issue of tracking and aerial surveillance motion discovery [46].

8.2 Brightness Transformation

A visual stream is based on illumination patterns within a picture structure so that the seaming motion for an item relying on illumination modification could be easily defined [72]. Optical flow estimation methods are based on motion smoothness and/or brightness constancy for exploring shifting items between 2 subsequent frames. In actual situations, such restraints are uncontrolled since a modification occurs on the illumination through the time affected by the location of the illumination source and/or volume change regarding the camera and the location of the ground object, or the location of the object itself in the frame with regards to the source of illumination. According to the modification of illumination, each pixel contains a brightness value that is modified from a frame along to the subsequent frame that produces various findings through a visual steam method. The main issue of motion discovery within aerial videos, which utilises a visual steam is to propose different schemes, which are strong enough and efficient for modifying an illumination [29] [35].”

8.3 Height Modification

When the brightness of a location is not modified, many proportions of selected frames are modified based on the height of aerial cameras. When having a similar zooming proportion, the size of a taken region within a frame is increased for greater heights. Hence, the items’ sizes that appear through a particular frame are minimized via a similar ratio. An impact on the height modification causes an issue in selecting the suitable size of the shifting objects, which are taken into account to be relevancies to the detection, tracking and categorization methods [21].
9. Conclusions

In this paper, the features of the implemented videos in computer visions are introduced, including details of their camera positions, uses, functionalitites and demonstrations according to an object tracking and a difference between fixed-, moving- and PTZ cameras. This paper presented various methods of detecting shifting objects in captured frames and the appropriateness, restrictions and possible methods for the techniques of a background subtracting temporal differencing, optical flow and statistical approaches where the optical flow method is highlighted in this paper as the most appropriate method for aerial videos. Thereafter, the definition and need of identifying objects of interest within a frame sequence are all detailed in the object categorization section. The section compares between non-probabilistic and probabilistic classifiers, and highlights general categorization models and purposes. Subsequently, an object tracking in computer vision is drawn throughout the research general model and its tasks for tracking the components of different models related to an object representation where the search mechanism and dynamic model are also determined. In conclusion, the paper presents three main issues for object detection, categorization and tracking within aerial videos, which form the parallax motion that is created by the camera’s dual movement and their objects on the ground, the influence of the camera altitude modification over the object representation through the captured frame and the influence of the illumination modification over the optical flow domain.
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